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Introduction to the Project

The following curriculum project is a unit designed for the seminar, Architecture, Culture, and (Un)Sustainable Practices in Brazil, which focuses on the development and impact of man-made environments in Brazil. The seminar will be offered in the School of Architecture and Art at Norwich University as FA250: Special Topics in Art, but will also be available to architecture students as AP405: Seminar in Architecture. The course is open to all students at Norwich; however, most who enroll in these seminars are juniors and seniors who plan to complete the Masters in Architecture program. This seminar on Brazil is currently a work in progress and will be taught for the first time during the Spring 2008 semester.

Special Topics in Art seminars are designed to encourage both group and independent explorations by the students. Most classes include a background lecture by the faculty member, student presentations, discussion, and various interactive exercises. When appropriate sources such as video clips and web sites are explored. In addition to weekly readings and occasional short (2-3 page) papers, design projects, and brief presentations, students are required to complete a major research paper and give a class presentation on a topic of their choice that relates to their own interests and the theme of the seminar.

The curriculum project, Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil, looks at the tremendous influence of the Swiss architect and artist Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris, better known as Le Corbusier, on Brazilian architecture, in particular on the work of Lúcio Costa, Oscar Niemeyer and other designers of their generation. It includes in-depth explorations into the design of the Ministry of Education and Health Building in Rio and the city plan and architecture of Brasília. Below is a short description of the overall seminar with a list major course objects, a brief background of Le Corbusier’s relationship with Brazil and the designs of the Ministry of Education and Health Building and Brasília. This is followed by an outline of the curriculum project. Also included are a series of illustrations and an extensive bibliography of related sources.

Description for the Course Architecture, Culture, and (Un)Sustainable Practices in Brazil

The special-topics seminar, Architecture, Culture, and (Un)Sustainable Practices in Brazil, will examine man’s impact on the natural environment of Brazil. It will focus on architecture, but will also involve explorations into other artistic forms, including visual arts, music, and dance. The course will be loosely structured using a chronological approach, but will incorporate theme-based explorations. It will look at indigenous architecture and the role outsiders, including Europeans, Africans, and other Americans, played in the development of various built environments throughout Brazil’s history. Course discussions will incorporate a wide range of issues that impacted architectural design in Brazil, including philosophy, economics, politics, and aesthetic, technological, and scientific developments. In addition to lectures by the instructor, students will be responsible for short weekly papers and design exercises, brief presentations on specific readings or issues, and a major term paper and related class presentation.

In addition to Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil, some of the other topics to be explored in the seminar include:

- Colonialism and Brazil 1: The Impact of Outside Influences on Brazilian Building Design. This section examines the influence of European and African cultures on Brazil, in particular the Portuguese on Minas Gerais and both the Portuguese and Africans on Salvador. This section will specifically look at the transmission of European Baroque architectural forms to Brazil as realized in the designs of religious structures in Ouro Prêto and Salvador, and examine the relationship between art and architecture in Baroque designs through exploring the contributions of the artist Aleijadinho.
- Colonialism and Brazil 2: Mono-Economies and the Architecture of Brazilian Cities.
This section will explore the built environments of “boom-and-bust” cities like Santos, Belém, and Manaus, that went through periods of financial prosperity followed by dramatic downfalls due to changes in world markets of the products that dominated their economies (Coffee for Santos, and Rubber for Belém, and Manaus). Students will focus on the influence of various architectural styles from Europe, including neoclassical and art nouveau, and address how they were adapted for the different cultural and climatic situations of Brazil. Students will also analyze the role architecture played in the local societies and will examine the present economic states of these cities and the current conditions of their historic architectural legacies.

- International Modernism and Brazil: The Next Generation.
This section explores Brazil’s fashionable architectural scene during the past few decades. Students will examine the work of current architects, including Lina Bo Bardi, designer of the Museu de Arts de São Paulo, and Paulo Mendez da Rocha of Brazil, winner of the 2006 Pritzker Prize (the highest honor awarded in architecture). Students will also study the later designs of Oscar Niemeyer and address how his architectural ideology evolved throughout his career.

- Brazil and the Rise of an International “Green” Movement in Architecture.
This section will focus on both the globalization of the building industry and the lessons (both positive and negative) that architects around the world can learn from Brazil in regards to sustainable practices in architectural design and construction. Included will be an exploration into the world market of building products, in particular lumber and other natural materials. It will also examine new design practices that have grown out of the use of sunshades and other “green” design features that first appeared in mid-twentieth-century buildings by modern architects.

- Brazilian Favelas and the Development of Self-Supporting Communities.
This section will examine the design aesthetics and social structure of favelas. Students will study the basic designs of individual houses and the creative uses of various materials in the construction of these buildings. They will also explore how the architectural designs reflect the political and social structures within and beyond the favelas. Finally the students will look at the impact government sponsored “replacement” housing has had on the lives of the residents of these neighborhoods.

Course Objectives

There are five major objectives for the course. They include:

1. To understand the role of Brazil’s multi-faceted culture in the development of the country’s built environment.

2. To comprehend how cultural and technological changes that have taken place between the arrival of the first outsiders and today have influenced the development of architectural design in Brazil.

3. To develop a familiarity with the major issues and debates that shaped Brazilian culture.

4. To grasp the significant impact of man’s effects on the natural world and to be able to debate some of the current major issues regarding sustainable design at an intellectual level.

5. To further basic research and writing skills.
Unit Description: Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil

The unit *Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil* consists of two major parts: 1) An exploration of the impact the architect’s early ideas on modern building design (in particular his five points on architecture) had on modern urban buildings in Brazil; and 2) An examination into the role the architect’s ideas on city planning (particularly his concepts for Chandigarh) played in the design and realization of Brazil’s modern capital city, Brasília.

Background Information on Topic

As pointed out by architectural historian Kenneth Frampton, the influence between Le Corbusier and Brazil in the mid twentieth century was a two-way street.¹ In 1929 Le Corbusier traveled to Latin America to present lectures in Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Rio de Janeiro. He was overwhelmed by Rio, writing that it was a place where “ideas attack you.”² This feeling may have derived in part from the less than welcoming reception he received during his visit. Many progressive Brazilians at the time resented the influx of European culture on their society, including on architectural ideologies. (Lúcio Costa even walked out of Le Corbusier’s lecture in Rio.) By the end of the following year, however, the tide had turned and Costa and other forward-looking Brazilian designers began to accept and even identify with Le Corbusier’s ideas on modern building design. This change in view was largely due to the publication of Le Corbusier’s *Precisions On the Present State of Architecture and City Planning* in 1930, which showed the Brazilians how his ideas were applicable to their country. The treatise consisted of lectures that the architect had presented in Argentina and Brazil during his 1929 trip, along with an introductory essay that described his experiences in South America and the effect the travel had on his architectural ideology. The untamed, natural landscapes that he saw from the air during his visit had a profound impact on him. It was during this trip that he began recognizing the incredible power of nature and to see it more than just a counterpoint to human creation.³ The book also included sketches Le Corbusier had made on the trip, including radical solutions to Rio’s major urban design problems of traffic congestion and lack of land for expansion that were based on *Ville Contemporaine*, his early utopian urban plan.

The powerful impact of Le Corbusier’s ideas on young progressive Brazilian designers was reflected on by Costa many years later. He recalled that in the years immediately after Le Corbusier’s visit, there was a little purist stronghold “of those interested in the technical and expressive renewal of architecture” who had become passionately interested in the ideas of the European modernists, including Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, and, above all, Le Corbusier, whose writings they closely studied.⁴ By the time Le Corbusier returned to Brazil in 1936 he was viewed by Costa and a number of the other young designers studying and practicing in Rio, including Oscar Niemeyer, Affonso Reidy, and Jorge Moreira, as something of a prophet.

Ministry of Education and Health Building

Le Corbusier made the long arduous journal back to Rio de Janeiro in 1936 specifically to consult on the designs for a new university campus and the Ministry of Education and Health Building. At the time Brazil was experiencing an era of economic prosperity and the government of Getúlio Vargas wanted to present to the world the image of Brazil as a modern state. One of the main ways he sought to achieve this was through the creation of new edifices to house the various government ministries and other public
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institutions. The most important of these commissions was for the headquarters of the Ministry of Education and Health. A design competition announced in April 1935 for the new Ministry building attracted 35 entries. When a conservative, stripped-classical design was selected as the winner, the Minister, Gustavo Capanema, talked Vargas into abandoning the competition all together and allowing him to personally select the architects. Capanema viewed the responsibilities of the Ministry of Education and Health as falling within the broader scope of Brazilian culture and wanted a building that would artistically reflect this position. A building exhibiting historical precedents, such as the winning scheme, was not in his mind an acceptable solution. To attain a more appropriate proposal, Capanema turned to Costa and a group of energetic architects currently involved in the design of the Cidade Universitária. By January 1936, the Minister, at Costa’s request, was also appealing to Vargas to invite Le Corbusier back to Brazil to help out with the designs of both the university and the ministry building. While Le Corbusier returned to Rio that summer and produced two schemes for the Ministry, his contribution to the actual project was only as an advisor rather than a design partner. His presence and influence, however, were felt as after his departure from Brazil Costa scrapped the original approved design in favor of one that incorporated some of the ideas that Le Corbusier had presented in his schemes. Costa wrote to the architect that the idea of building the “mummy,” after having seen the “beautiful things” which Le Corbusier had created, no longer thrilled the Brazilian designers, and that they were proposing a new solution that consisted of a single block, such as the architect had suggested, with only a few alterations.

While the plans for Cidade Universitária were never realized, Costa and Oscar Niemeyer’s design for the Ministry of Education and Health Building was built. The final design consisted of a fifteen-story office block with a perpendicular lower section that includes an amphitheater and exhibition halls. It was the first major modern building in Brazil that exhibited a clear understanding of Le Corbusier’s ideology, including the existence of a roof garden (designed by Roberto Burle Marx) and the use of piers (pilotis) to raise the offices block above ground level. The presence of structural columns allowed for the continuous use of windows on the north and south facades, making the Ministry one of the first buildings in the world to include glass curtain walls. The building’s design was also significant for presenting an early example of a brise-soleil, a form of sun shading that had been introduced by Le Corbusier several years earlier.

The design of the Ministry of Education and Health Building was extremely influential in Brazil as dozens of later office buildings in Rio and other major cities soon began appearing with glass walls, pilotis, and brise-soleils. While most of these later skyscrapers do not exhibit the aesthetic beauty of the Ministry, a new city produced approximately two decades later by Costa and other members of his design team from Rio illustrates further development of these modern building forms by Brazilian architects, as well as the influence a second major area of Le Corbusier’s ideology had on Brazil, that of the modern utopian city.

**Brasília**

More than a mere aesthetic trend, and above all more than the projection into our culture of a universal movement, [it is] a solution that takes carefully into account climate and scenery, perhaps the most original and precise expression of the creative intelligence of modern Brazil. Juscelino Kubitschek

President Juscelino Kubitschek believed in the transformative powers of architecture and he attempted to illustrate this on a monumental scale through the creation of Brasília. In ordering the construction of the new capital city, he was fulfilling an article of the country’s constitution that stated that the center of the
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Federal Government should be moved from Rio de Janeiro to the interior of Brazil.\textsuperscript{10} By shifting the capital inwards, the Brazilian Government had hoped that it would lead to a population transfer from the Atlantic Coast into the heartland of the country. With Kubitschek’s slogan “fifty years in five” as a motto, construction of Brasília began in 1956 and the city was officially inaugurated as Brazil’s new capital in April 1960. Lúcio Costa supervised the overall plan of the city, while Oscar Niemeyer served as chief architect and Roberto Burle Marx oversaw the landscape design.

Costa declared that the new city must be orderly and efficient, but also be a city of “vitality and charm, conducive to reverie and intellectual speculation, capable of becoming not only the seat of Government, the administrative headquarters of the nation, but also a centre of culture which will attract to it the finest and most perceptive intellects in the country.” He went on to argue that “it should be conceived of... not as an urbs... but as a civitas, having the virtues and attributes appropriate to a true capital city.”\textsuperscript{11}

The design of Brasília was a realization of the principles established in the Athens Charter of 1933 by the Congrès International d'Architecture Moderne (CIAM). CIAM had been founded in 1928 by Le Corbusier and 28 other leading European modernists interested in advancing the ideas of functionalism in architecture. The Athens Charter laid out a 95-point program for the planning and construction of rational, modern cities that developed out of the fourth meeting of the organization, which was held on a boat sailing from Marseilles to Athens. Building upon earlier radical explorations into urban designs by Le Corbusier, it favored the use of high-rise residential blocks and called for the clear separation of zones for living, working, recreation, and circulation. The Athens Charter was further refined and eventually published by Le Corbusier in 1942. In 1950, the architect was able to finally realize his vision for a new utopian city in the construction of Chandigarh, the regional capital of Punjab and Haryana in Northern India. The modern planned city, which centered on an administrative zone of prominent government buildings, served as a major source for Costa and the other designers involved in the creation of Brasília.

Brasília presented a sharp contrast to the disorganization and density of organically developed Brazilian cities along the Atlantic Coast, like São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. When seen from above the plan of Brasília resembles a bow and arrow or a bird in flight surrounded by large open spaces. The central Monumental Axis running down the body of the bird is a broad open grassy esplanade lined with public buildings. Neighborhoods of high-density housing in super-quadrants fill the wings.

At the head of the bird, Costa located the Praça dos Três Poderes (Plaza of the Three Powers). Three major buildings in a triangular formation representing the three branches of government surround the broad, concrete plaza. The elegant design of the Palácio do Planalto (Presidential Palace) to the north was balanced by the Supremo Tribunal Federal (Supreme Court) to the south. In the center of the axis is the main congressional building, with two large office towers and, on the roof of a lower section, upright and upside down bowl-shaped forms symbolically representing the two congressional chambers located below.

Running down the sides of the Monumental Axis are the governmental ministry buildings. Those of Foreign Affairs and Justice, each a unique design by Oscar Niemeyer, were placed just west and to the sides of the Congressional complex. Beyond are situated rows of nearly identical structures that house other ministries. The designs of these buildings, which consist of rectangular blocks raised on pilotis and curtain walls with brise-soleil, clearly reflect the formal ideology of Le Corbusier. Continuing further down the central axis are cultural institutions, including Teatro Nacional, a large performance hall to the north and the Cathedral and cultural institutions to the south. Costa located shopping malls and a transportation hub at the major intersection of the Monumental Axis and the residential wings, with commercial and banking districts conveniently placed nearby. Further towards the tail are hotel sectors to each side and a transmitter tower with an observation platform in the center of the axis. Beyond this area large tracts of land were reserved for a cemetery, sporting facilities, zoological and botanical gardens, and other recreational uses.

\textsuperscript{10} The idea of moving the capital of Brazil had been suggested as early as 1789. José Bonifácio de Andrade e Silva first proposed the idea for a new capital with the name of Brasília in 1823.

The residential districts housed in the wings of the plan consisted of large “superquadra” blocks of uniform height, surrounded by bands of green space. The large buildings clearly reflect Le Corbusier’s ideas on housing, and, like the ministries, include *pilotis* and *brise-soleils*. Elementary schools and other public facilities were built within walking distance of the housing, while commercial businesses and secondary schools were placed on central arteries nearby.

Brasilia has provided the world with a real-life experimental laboratory testing the basic tenets of CIAM’s modern urban design ideology. Initial results were not all that favorable. Construction of the city resulted in a debt of over 2 billion dollars. The scale of the open spaces and reliance on the automobile for local transportation, along with a lack of the rich, multi-layered activity usually associated with urban street corners, resulted in a sterile presence to the city. This led many early critics to cite Brasilia as an example of modern architecture’s failure to fully address the most basic physical and psychological aspects of human needs. Time, however, has begun to provide a patina to the city of the organic character that it initially lacked. Fifty years after its birth, Brasilia continues its role as a testing ground for the design ideology of Le Corbusier as interpreted by the Brazilian modernists.

**Outline of Unit Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil**

Below is an outline of the curriculum unit, *Pilotis and Sunshades: The Influence of Le Corbusier on Modern Architecture in Brazil*, with brief descriptions, potential readings, and suggested discussion topics and other related activities. The unit was designed to be flexible. It can easily be expanded into a curriculum that would span a full semester or be compacted into a short unit of a course with a broader scope. Individual elements of the unit can also be used as stand-alone entities and incorporated into survey course or other classes.

**Introduction:**

1. **Background:** This section introduces students to the basic characteristics and underlying ideology of modern architecture, and the political, social, and cultural background of mid-twentieth-century Brazil.


   - Lauro Cavalcanti, *When Brazil was Modern* (2003), Introduction, 8-25.


   Discussion Topics: Explore the status of major urban centers of Brazil during the 1920s and 1930s and discuss how developments in Brazilian culture and, more specifically, architecture reflected and differed from what was going on concurrently in Europe and in the United States.

2. **The Early Ideology of Le Corbusier:** This section involves the students attaining an understanding of the basic tenets of Le Corbusier’s design ideology.


Discussion Topics: Identify Le Corbusier’s “Five Points of Architecture” and discuss the impact of each point and how they fit into the technological and cultural developments taking place in architecture during the early twentieth century.

Design Project: Explore some of the architect’s major works, including Villa Savoye, Poissy, and Chapelle Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp, and examine his projects for large buildings, such as Unité d'Habitation, Marseille, and the Pavillon Suisse and the Maison du Brésil at the Cité Universitaire, Paris, through analyzing major aspects of the designs in relation to Le Corbusier’s writings. Present findings in either a poster or PowerPoint presentation.

3. The Transmission of Le Corbusier’s Ideas in Brazil and Elsewhere: In this section students will focus on the publication and reception of Le Corbusier’s ideas around the world through writings, housing and design exhibitions, travel, and the creation of CIAM. In particular it will examine the architect’s two trips to Brazil and his relationship with Lúcio Costa, Oscar Niemeyer, and other Brazilian designers.


Discussion Topics: Address why Brazilian designers like Costa and Niemeyer were receptive to Le Corbusier’s ideology, as well as what they were rejecting of Brazilian architecture and culture by looking to European modernism for design inspiration.

2. The Influence of Le Corbusier’s Ideas on Modern Building Design in Brazil

1. The Ministry of Education and Health Building: This section addresses the history behind the creation of the Ministry of Education and Health Building in Rio, the first major concrete illustration that Le Corbusier’s ideology had arrived in Brazil. Students will compare the finished design with schemes produced by Le Corbusier. They will also examine specific elements of the building’s final design, in particular its realization of principles of the architect’s design ideology, such as the focus on functionality and simple geometric forms, the use of a rational plan and siting, the presence of integration between interior and exterior spaces, and the inclusion of *pilotis*, roof-garden terraces, *brise-soleils*, and abstract art.


Discussion topics: Discuss the functionality of the design of the Ministry of Education and Health Building. Address the questions: What of the final design deviates from Le Corbusier’s schemes? Does the building work as planned? Have there been major modifications made to the building over the years?

2. The Technological Design Aspects of the Ministry of Education and Health: In this section students examine technological aspects of the design for the Ministry of Education and Health, in particular its use of brise soleil and siting.


Design Project: The students will be asked to produce an analysis of brise soleils and explore the types of sunshades available on the market today from various manufacturers around the world.

3. The Impact of the Design for the Ministry of Education and Health on Brazilian Architecture: This section explores later buildings in Brazil that have built upon or just borrowed the aesthetics of design elements realized in the Ministry of Education and Health Building.

Assignment: Students will analyze one of the many buildings in Brazil, such as several of the local ABI (Associação Brasileira de Imprensa) headquarters, that exhibit design elements similar to those of the Ministry of Health and Education Building and present findings in either a poster or PowerPoint presentation.

Discussion topic: Explore how architects like Costa and Niemeyer were transforming European modernist forms into a “Brazilian Style”.

3. The Influence of Le Corbusier’s city planning designs on Brazil

1. Le Corbusier’s Urban Designs: This section involves students examining the basic elements of Le Corbusier’s unrealized urban designs (Ville Contemporaine and Plan Voisin) and Chandigarh, his design of a new regional capital in northern India.


Discussion Topic: Explore the various sources for Le Corbusier’s Ville Contemporaine and Plan Voisin designs and address whether these plans were practical for the time in which they were produced. Debate whether Le Corbusier wanted the projects to be realized or if they were created solely as design exercises. Also, discuss how the basic design for Chandigarh relates to his earlier urban schemes.

2. The Design of Brasília: This section introduces students to the history and basic design elements of Brasília.


Discussion Topics: Debate how Brasília reflects/rejects Le Corbusier’s urban designs, in particular Chandigarh. Explore how the creation of Brasília related to the political situation of Brazil at the time it was built and examine the underlying agendas for its construction.

3. Brasília Today: In this section students will be asked to assess the success (or failure) of Brasília by examining how the city functions after fifty years of existence and how it has evolved over the past five decades.


- Ribeiro and Sinoti, “A Post-Occupancy Assessment of the Neighborhood Unit,” in Case: Lucio Costa Brasília’s Superquadra (2005), 91-96.


Discussion Topic: Debate whether J. Moerschel gives an accurate assessment of Brasília today. Explore how living conditions in Brasilia differ from living in other large cities in Brazil, like Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.

4. Conclusion: Brazil Builds – Publicizing Brazilian Modernism to the World

1. Le Corbusier and the “Brazilian Style”: In this section students will synthesize what they have learned about the influence of Le Corbusier on the modern architecture of Brazil and assess the impact of Brazil on Le Corbusier.


Discussion Topic: How did Le Corbusier’s two trips to Brazil influence his ideas on architecture? Was there just as much an influence going from Brazil to Europe as vice versa?

2. Brazil Builds: In this section the students will explore the recognition and promotion of Brazilian modern architecture beyond the country’s borders through a major exhibition and related publication sponsored by the Museum of Modern Art in 1943.


- Philip Goodwin, Brazil Builds: Architecture New and Old, 1652-1942, (1943), 81-103, skim rest.


Discussion Topic: Explore the impact of the “Brazil Builds” show. Who was the intended audience for the show and related book? What was the influence of the exhibit on American and European architects? Compare the “Brazil Builds” show with MoMA’s 1931 International Style Show exhibition.

Final Activity: Divide students into two groups and hold a debate on whether the adoption of modern European architecture was an appropriate solution for Brazil in the mid twentieth century.
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Middle Left – Brise-soleils on north facade
Middle Right – Detail of brise-soleils
Bottom Left – Lower south wing with roof garden on top
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Bottom – Model of Brasília
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Top – Praça dos Três Poderes (Plaza of the Three Powers)
Second Row Left – Plaza with Os Candangos sculpture by Bruno Giorgi and Congresso Nacional in distance
Second Row Right – Supremo Tribunal Federal (Supreme Court) with Justice by Alfredo Ceschiatti
Third Row Left – Praça dos Três Poderes (Plaza of the Three Powers)
Third Row Right – Palácio do Planalto (Presidential Palace) with Os Candangos sculpture
Bottom – Row of Ministries from west
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Top – Congresso Nacional
Second Row Left – Palácio Itamarati (Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
Second Row Right – Palácio da Justiça (Ministry of Justice)
Bottom Right – Ministry building from east
Bottom Left – Ministry building from west with brise-soleils
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Top – *Esplanada dos Ministérios* (Monumental Axis) from the *Rodoviária*

Second Row Left – *Catedral Metropolitana Nossa Senhora Aparecida* (Metropolitan Cathedral)

Second Row Right – *Catedral Metropolitana* interior

Third Row Left – *Museu Nacional* (National Museum)

Third Row Right – *Museu Nacional* interior

Bottom Left – *Museu Nacional* interior

Bottom Right – National Library
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Top Left – *Teatro Nacional*

Top Right – Western end of Monumental Axis with a commercial sector in distance

Second Row Left – *Conjunto Nacional* (Shopping Mall) from east

Second Row Right – *Conjunto Nacional* (Shopping Mall) from west

Third Row Left – Model of residential sector showing layout of “Superquadrants”

Third Row Right – Residential block

Bottom Left – Favela outside of Brasília

Bottom Right – Favela outside of Brasília

*Lisa D. Schrenk holds the copyright to all illustrations included in this curriculum project. They may be used for educational purposes only unless specific permission has been granted by author.*
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